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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to develop a formal theory of Mizar types. The examples are
extracted from Mizar Mathematical Library (MML), some of them are simplied
or presented in a bit dierent way. The presented theory is an approach to the
structure of Mizar types as a sup-semilattice with widening (subtyping) relation as
the order. It is an abstraction from the existing implementation of the Mizar verier
by Andrzej Trybulec and Czes law Bylinski. The theory describes the structure of
types of the base fragment of Mizar language.
1 Introduction
The Mizar language has been developing by Andrzej Trybulec since 1973
(see [12,13,14]). It is an attempt to approximate in a formal way the com-
mon mathematical language (Cml, see [5]) used in mathematical publica-
tions. Mizar inherits a lot from Cml's expressibility as well as naturalness and
freedom/smoothness of reasoning. On the other hand, it is formal
2
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to enable mechanical proof verication and other computer processing. As a
result, Mizar is successfully used for the practical formalization of mathemat-
ics. The papers [1,2,3,6,10,11] report on the state-of-art in this area. Mizar
types are discussed in [3,10,11]. Mizar constructions including types are also
described in [15] where examples of translation to untyped rst-order syntax
in DFG format are given. Introductory information on Mizar can also be
found in [4,9,7,17,8].
The goal of this paper is to give some rough description of the structure of
Mizar types used by Mizar verier which should remain stable notwithstanding
dynamic changes in the implementation. On the other hand, the theory should
be rich enough to enable discussion on new features in Mizar language. We do
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not intend to investigate Mizar types in the spirit of type theory. Mizar types
and adjectives correspond, more or less, to nouns and adjectives, respectively,
in Weak Type Theory [5].
Let us mention dierences between Mizar and other systems for the for-
malization of mathematics with the computer (nice comparison of Mizar and
other 14 system is given in [16]). Firstly, Mizar should be classied as a
proof checker (there is no interaction with the user when the Mizar verier
provers user's hypotheses and the only answer is correct or not). Secondly,
Mizar deals with MML { large cumulated human-readable data base of math-
ematical knowledge. MML is based on Tarski-Grothendieck set theory and
Fitch-Jaskowski proof system with classical logic. These dierences have a
signicant impact on used type system.
The most important role of Mizar types is the following.
(i) When a variable is introduced its type is given.
(ii) For a term  Mizar verier computes (), a unique type of  . () is
called the type of  . We say that  has type  if the type of  widens to
, i.e., it is a subtype of .
(iii) Types are used in Qualifying formula of the form
 is 
Note that the formula \ is " might be true even if () and  are not related.
Let us list some types occurring in MML chosen in a haphazard way. First,
types with empty lists of arguments:
set, non empty set, Relation,
reflexive transitive antisymmetric Relation, one-to-one Function,
complete LATTICE, solvable Group
and types with arguments:
Function of A,B, sups-preserving map of S,T,
normal Subgroup of G
where A and B are of type set, S and T { complete LATTICE, and G { Group.
As we see, Mizar types consist of 2 parts: a cluster of adjectives (possibly
empty) and a radix type. The cluster of adjective for the last type listed
above consists of one adjective normal and Subgroup of G is the radix type
of it.
We must distinguish two concepts:
radix type { the construction,
mode { the constructor.
And similarly,
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adjective { the construction,
attribute { the constructor.
Mizar allows for dependent types. Namely, radix types and adjectives
depend on terms only. Therefore, we may say that we get a radix type by
applying a mode to a list of terms. The list has a xed length and, more
precisely, it has xed types. An adjective is obtained by application of an
attribute to a list of terms extracted from the radix type. But, we may not
treat adjectives like type modiers because of Adjective formula of the form
 is 
where list of terms for adjective  is extracted from ().
The basic linguistic categories in Mizar are Type expression, Adjective,
Term expression, and Formula expression. All of them are mutually disjoint.
For our purposes it is suÆcient to use the following simplied syntax of Type
expression and Term expression.
Figure 1.1 Simplied syntax
Type-expression = Adjective-cluster Radix-type .
Radix-type = Mode-symbol [ "of" Term-expression-list ] .
Adjective-cluster = f Adjective g .
Term-expression-list = Term-expression f "," Term-expression g .
Term-expression = Variable .
The syntax of Mizar types describes only the input for Mizar verier. The
verier translates the input to some abstract form (constructor level in [15])
which for global items (theorems and denitions) is available from machine
readable data base les. The abstract form is dierent from the input, e.g.,
hidden arguments are recognized and homonyms are distinguished. Therefore,
Mizar types (as well as other Mizar object) cannot be treated syntactically.
2 An example of a type structure
Let us start the consideration with the following example of a Mizar text.
Two primitives of set theory, type set and predicate in, are introduced as
built-in notions. According to Mizar rules, primitives are introduced techni-
cally by denition but without deniens. So, the primitives may be formally
declared as follows.
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Figure 2.1 Built-in notions
definition mode set; end;
definition
let x, y be set;
pred x in y;
end;
Mode set has empty list of arguments and then it constructs only one type
(also denoted by set). Type set is the widest type in Mizar { any Mizar type
is a subtype of type set. Note that set is not a syntactic category in Mizar
language unlike Mode and Type expression.
Now, we dene equality = and inclusion c= as predicates,
Figure 2.2 Equality and inclusion
definition
let x, y be set;
pred x = y means
for z being set holds z in x iff z in y;
antonym x <> y;
pred x c= y means
for z being set st z in x holds z in y;
end;
and attribute empty
Figure 2.3 Empty
definition
let x be set;
attr x is empty means not ex y being set st y in x;
end;
This Attribute denition introduces actually two adjectives: empty and non
empty. The following Existential registrations
Figure 2.4 Empty set
definition
cluster empty set;
existence proof ... end;
cluster non empty set;
existence proof ... end;
end;
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state the existence of objects of types registered. Namely, cluster empty
set states the existence of a set which is empty and cluster non empty set
states the existence of a set which is non empty. After these registrations,
expressions empty set and non empty set become legal types. A Mode de-
nition, as below, requires also a proof of existence of an object which satises
a given condition.
Figure 2.5 Subset
definition
let x be set;
mode subset of x -> set means it c= x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
Type set is the mother type of the mode subset of .... It means that
subset of x, for any set x, widens to set. In other words, if some term is a
subset of x it is also a set.
Next, we have two Existential registrations:
Figure 2.6 Empty subset
definition
let x be set;
cluster empty subset of x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
definition
let x be non empty set;
cluster non empty subset of x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
The following Conditional registration states that every subset of an empty
set is empty.
Figure 2.7 Subset of an empty set
definition
let x be empty set;
cluster -> empty subset of x;
coherence proof ... end;
end;
The registration above includes three elements: the list of antecedents between
'cluster' and '->', the list of consequents after '->', and the type. In our case,
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there are not any antecedents and only one consequent - adjective empty.
The fact that a subset of a subset of a set is a subset of the set, may be
expressed by the redenition of the mother type of the mode.
Figure 2.8 Subset of a subset
definition
let x be set;
let y be subset of x;
redefine
mode subset of y -> subset of x;
coherence proof ... end;
end;
The correctness condition coherence needs the proof of the formula
for z being subset of y holds z is subset of x
The redenition above introduces a variant of the mode subset of ... which
has one extra implicit argument (x). The implicit argument is recognized
from the type of the explicit argument (y). In this paper, the variant will be
indicated by subset(x) of y. There is no such notation in Mizar language,
but it reects well the internal representation of the type.
One more attribute denition:
Figure 2.9 Proper
definition
let x be set;
let y be subset of x;
attr y is proper means y <> x;
end;
The attribute proper in the denition above has one implicit argument - the
set x. This argument is inherited from subset of .... To avoid misun-
derstanding, the argument will be presented explicitly in this paper and the
adjectives will look like proper(x) and non proper(x). Unfortunately, in
the current version of Mizar language it is not possible to write arguments of
adjectives explicitly, and, consequently, to do a conditional registration like
let x be set;
let y be subset of x;
cluster proper(y) -> proper(x) subset of y;
But we may do the following registrations:
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Figure 2.10 Proper subset
definition
let x be set;
cluster non proper subset of x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
definition
let x be empty set;
cluster -> non proper subset of x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
definition
let x be non empty set;
cluster empty -> proper subset of x;
coherence proof ... end;
cluster non proper -> non empty subset of x;
coherence proof ... end;
cluster proper subset of x;
existence proof ... end;
end;
Let x denote a variable of the type non empty set and let y denote a
variable of the type non empty subset of x. The structure of widening of
types with arguments x and y may be expected to look as follows
Figure 2.11 First attempt to the structure of widening
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where 
0
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, and 
2
stand for set, subset of x, and subset(x) of y and ,
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, 
1
, 
1
, 
2
, and 
2
stand for empty, non empty, proper(x), non proper(x),
proper(y), and non proper(y), respectively.
The type 
1
, i.e., empty subset of x, is equal to empty proper(x)
subset of x according to the registration from Figure 2.10. Similarly, the
type non proper(x) subset of x is equal to non proper(x) non empty
subset of x, etc.
Variable y has two types: subset of x and set. The expression
y qua set
introduces a term which is equal to y but has only type set. Type
subset of (y qua set)
has the argument of type set and, in consequence, does not widen to subset
of x like subset(x) of y does. However, type subset(x) of y which widens
to subset of x widens also to subset of (y qua set). The structure in
Figure 2.11 does not include such types. Eventually, the structure of widen-
ing is more complicated. It is presented in Figure 2.12 for types with adjective
empty and in Figure 2.13 for types with adjective non empty. Type subset
of (y qua set) is represented by 
0
2
.
Figure 2.12 Structure of widening: empty
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Figure 2.13 Structure of widening: non empty
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3 Basic concepts
In this section we give an approach to the widening (subtyping) relation of
Mizar types and connection of types and adjectives.
Denition 3.1 An upper-bounded poset S = hTypes;;>i is called a widen-
ing structure if
(t) S is sup-semilattice and
(WF) S is Noetherian (the relation  is well-founded).
The ordering relation  on Types is called widening relation of the widening
structure.
The condition (t) means that each pair f
1
; 
2
g of types has the least
upper bound 
1
t 
2
w.r.t. . I.e.,

1
 
1
t 
2
and 
2
 
1
t 
2
;(1)
if 
1
  and 
2
 ; then 
1
t 
2
 (2)
for any type .
The condition (WF) means that each non empty set T of types, T  Types,
has maximal element w.r.t. . It means, also, that there is no innite sequence
of types

1
 
2
 
3
 : : :
where  is the irreexive part of , i.e.  =  n id
Types
.
The greatest (widest) type > in the example is the type set. The widening
relation is indicated by arrows, e.g.,
proper(y) subset(x) of y  subset(x) of y  subset of x  set
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Fact 3.2 Any ideal I of a widening structure has the maximum, sup I 2 I.
Proof. I has maximal element  by (WF). The type  is the supremum of
I because for any 
0
2 I the type  t 
0
belongs to I as I is an ideal. Then,
 t 
0
= 
0
by maximality. So, 
0
 . 2
Denition 3.3 A tuple A = hTypes;Adjs;;>;non; adjsi, where
non : Adjs ! Adjs;
adjs : Types ! Fin(Adjs)
is called a structure of types and adjectives or, simply, a TA structure if
(t,WF) S = hTypes;;>i is a widening structure,
(non) non is an involution without x points,
(X) if  2 adjs(), then non 62 adjs(),
(H) adjs is t-homomorphism from S into Fin(Adjs)
op
.
Fin(Adjs) is the set of all nite subsets of Adjs and Fin(Adjs)
op
= hFin(Adjs);i
is the sup-semilattice opposite to the semilattice of nite subsets with inclu-
sion as ordering relation. Adjs is the set of adjectives and adjs() is the set of
all adjectives possessed by type .
The condition (non) means that for any adjective 
nonnon = (3)
non 6= (4)
The condition (H) means that for all types 
1
and 
2
,
adjs(
1
t 
2
) = adjs(
1
) \ adjs(
2
)(5)
and, particularly, adjs is antitone
if 
1
 
2
; then adjs(
2
)  adjs(
1
):(6)
Note that the condition (H) does not imply adjs(>) = ;.
In the example the set of adjectives contains the following adjectives:
empty, non empty, proper(x), non proper(x), proper(y), and non proper(y).
In this case the operations from denition 3.3 are as follows:
non(empty)= non empty
non(non empty)= empty
adjs(empty subset(x) of y)= fempty; proper(x); proper(y)g
adjs(non proper(y) subset(x) of y)= fnon empty; non proper(y)g
etc.
Denition 3.4 We say that adjective  is an adjective of type  or that  is
a type with adjective  if  2 adjs(). The set of all types with adjective  is
denoted by types(),
types() = f 2 Types :  2 adjs()g:(7)
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In the example types(empty) includes
fempty set; empty subset of x; empty subset of y; empty subset(x) of yg
As simple conclusions of denitions 3.3 and 3.4 we get the following facts.
Fact 3.5 Functions adjs and types are conjugate
 2 adjs() i  2 types()(8)
and
adjs() = f 2 Adjs :  2 types()g:(9)
Fact 3.6 Adjectives  and non cannot appear in the same type,
types() \ types(non) = ;:(10)
Lemma 3.7 The set types() is empty or an ideal in S.
Proof. The set types() is lower because if 
0
  2 types(), then  2
adjs()  adjs(
0
) by (8) and (6). Thus 
0
2 types() again by (8). The set
types() is directed because if , 
0
2 types(), then  2 adjs() \ adjs(
0
) =
adjs( t 
0
) by (8) and (5). Eventually,  t 
0
2 types(). 2
4 Applying adjectives
The applicability of adjectives to types (modication of a type by an adjective)
are disscused in this section.
Denition 4.1 An adjective  is applicable to the type  if there is a type

0
2 types() such that 
0
 .
The adjective  is applicable to the type  if  2 adjs().
In the example, adjective empty is applicable to all types from Figure 2.12.
Adjective empty is not applicable to type non proper(x) subset of x.
Let us note that if  is applicable to , then the set f
0
2 types() : 
0
 g
is an ideal, since it is a non empty intersection of two ideals:
types() and # = f
0
2 Types : 
0
 g.
So, the set has the maximum by fact 3.2 and then the following denition is
correct.
Denition 4.2 If an adjective  is applicable to a type , then the application
of  to  is dened by
   = supf
0
2 types() : 
0
 g:(11)
Corollary 4.3 If the adjective  is applicable to the type , then the type 
satises
(11.1)     ,
(11.2)  2 adjs(  ),
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(11.3)    2 types(),
(11.4) for each type 
0
  if  2 adjs(
0
), then 
0
   .
Corollary 4.4 If  2 adjs(), then
(11.5)    = .
Lemma 4.5 If an adjective  is applicable to a type  and an adjective  is
applicable to the type   , then  is applicable to ,  is applicable to   ,
and
  (  ) =   (  )(12)
Proof. Sets types() \ # and types() \ #(  ) are non empty. Therefore
there exists a type # 2 types() \ types() which widens to . It means that
 is applicable to  and  is applicable to   .
  (  )= supf
0
2 types() : 
0
   )g
=supf
0
2 types() \ types() : 
0
 )g
=supf
0
2 types() : 
0
   )g
=  (  )
2
In the example every adjective is applicable to set. Particularly, proper(x)
is applicable to set and the result of application is proper(x) subset of x.
So, we may apply an adjective with an argument which is not inherited from
the type to which we apply it. The adjective proper(x) is also applicable to
subset of (y qua set),
proper(x)  subset of (y qua set) = proper(x) subset(x) of y.
The last type is not expressible in Mizar language but it exists in internal
process of Mizar verier. These cases suggest that the application should be
restricted to types widening to a type which can export needed arguments.
This type will be called a subject type of an adjective. The subject type is the
type from the denition of the attribute (after appropriate substitution):
empty and non empty have subject type set,
proper(x) and non proper(x) have subject type subset of x,
proper(y) and non proper(y) have subject type subset of (y qua set).
The subject type of an adjective  is an upper bound of the sets types() and
types(non). When both sets are non empty the subject type is equal to
sup(types() [ types(non)):
Such situation holds for empty and proper(x) as below. In the cases of
proper(z), where z denotes set, the set types(proper(z)) is empty (there is
no existential registration with such an adjective) and
sup(types(proper(z)) [ types(non proper(z))) = non proper(z) subset of z
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which is not intended to be the subject type of proper(z). On the other
hand, when e denotes empty set, then non proper(e) 2 adjs(subset of e),
then
types(proper(e)) = ; and
sup(types(proper(e)) [ types(non proper(e))) = subset of e:
Eventually, we introduce the following
Denition 4.6 A function sub : Adjs ! Types is a subject function of a TA
structure A if for any adjective 
(S0) sub absorbs operation non, i.e., sub() = sub(non) for any  2 Adjs,
(S1) sub() is an upper bound of the set types()[ types(non) and, moreover,
(S2) sub() = sup(types()[types(non)) when both sets, types() and types(non),
are non empty.
In our example we can use the subject function sub such that
sub(empty)= set;
sub(proper(a))= subset of (a qua set)
for any a. If a is a variable of type set, then subset of (a qua set) is equal
to subset of a.
Denition 4.7 Let A be a TA structure with subject function sub. An adjec-
tive  is properly applicable to a type  if   sub() and  is applicable to .
The set A of adjectives is properly applicable to  if there exists a permutation

1
, . . . , 
n
of A such that 
1
is properly applicable to  and 
i+1
is properly
applicable to 
i
(: : :(
1
) : : :) for 1  i < n. The type 
n
(: : :(
1
) : : :)
is the application of A to  and is denoted by A  .
In the example, empty is properly applicable to every type from Figure
2.12 but proper(y) is properly applicable to types widening to subset of
(y qua set) only.
Denition 4.8 A TA structure A with subject function sub satises commu-
tativity law if for any types 
1
, 
2
and any adjective  such that  is properly
applicable to 
1
and 
1
 
2
, there exists a set of adjectives A properly
applicable to 
1
t 
2
satisfying A  (
1
t 
2
) = 
2
.

1
   

1
t 
2
9A

1

2
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5 Radix types
Denability of radex types in introduced AT structure are presented in this
section.
Denition 5.1 For any types  and 
0
we will write  Æ! 
0
if  widens to 
0
and there exists an adjective  2 adjs() such that  62 adjs(
0
),  is properly
applicable to 
0
, and   
0
= .
In the example we have:
empty subset(x) of y Æ! proper(x) proper(y) subset(x) of y
empty subset(x) of y Æ! proper(y) subset(x) of y
empty subset(x) of y Æ! subset(x) of y
proper(x) proper(y) subset(x) of y Æ! proper(y) subset(x) of y
proper(y) subset(x) of y Æ! subset(x) of y
non proper(x) subset(x) of y Æ! non empty subset(x) of y
non proper(x) subset(x) of y Æ! subset(x) of y
non empty subset(x) of y Æ! subset(x) of y
Fact 5.2 Relation Æ!  . In consequence it is terminating.
Lemma 5.3 Let A be a TA structure with subject function sub. Assume that
A satises commutativity law. Then the reduction Æ! has unique normal form
property.
Proof. It is enough to show that Æ! has weak Church Rosser property. Then
let us assume that 
1
 Æ  Æ! 
2
for some types , 
1
, and 
2
. So, there exist
adjectives  and  such that  is properly applicable to 
1
,  is properly
applicable to 
2
, and 
1
=  = 
2
. Hence by commutativity law we may
nd sets A, B  adjs() properly applicable to 
1
t
2
such that 
2
= B(
1
t
2
)
and 
1
= A (
1
t
2
). We choose A and B to be minimal w.r.t. inclusion. Let
the permutations 
1
, . . . , 
n
and 
1
, . . . , 
m
of A and B satisfy conditions of
denition 4.7:

1
= 
n
 (: : :  (
1
 (
1
t 
2
))); 
2
= 
m
 (: : :  (
1
 (
1
t 
2
))):
Eventually, by minimality of A and B

1
Æ! 
n 1
 (: : :  (
1
 (
1
t 
2
))) Æ! : : : Æ! 
1
 (
1
t 
2
) Æ! 
1
t 
2
;

2
Æ! 
m 1
 (: : :  (
1
 (
1
t 
2
))) Æ! : : : Æ! 
1
 (
1
t 
2
) Æ! 
1
t 
2
;
what ends the proof. 2
Denition 5.4 The radix type of a type , denoted by radix(), is the unique
normal form of  with respect to the reduction Æ!.
Fact 5.5 For any type ,
radix ()  :
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of fact 5.2 and transitivity of  ().2
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Theorem 5.6 The radix type may be dened by
radix() = sup f
0
2 Types : 9
A properly applicable to 
A  
0
= g(13)
Proof. For a derivation of the normal form of  we have
 = 
1

1
Æ! 
1
= 
2

2
Æ! : : : Æ! 
n 1
= 
n

n
Æ! 
n
= radix()(14)
Then, the set f
1
; : : : ; 
n
g is properly applicable to radix () and  = f
1
; : : : ; 
n
g
radix(). Hence,
radix ()  sup f
0
2 Types : 9
A properly applicable to 
A  
0
= g
Opposite widening is the result of commutativity law. Namely, let us observe
that if  is properly applicable to # and # =   radix (), then there
exists a set A  adjs() such that A is properly applicable to # t radix()
and A(# t radix ()) = radix (). This means that adjs(# t radix()) =
adjs(radix ()) as the type radix() is a normal form w.r.t. Æ!. So, it also
means that # t radix () = radix() and, consequently, #  radix (). Hence,
using induction we may show that every type 
0
from the set in (13) widens
to radix(). 2
Lemma 5.7 Let  be an adjective properly applicable to a type . If  

0
= radix (
0
), then   
0
.
Proof. As in the observation made in the proof of theorem 5.6, tradix(
0
) =

0
and   
0
. 2
Lemma 5.8 Function radix is monotone,
if   
0
; then radix()  radix(
0
)(15)
for any types  and 
0
.
Proof. Let us assume that   
0
. Then   radix(
0
) by fact 5.5. For type
 we have a derivation like (14). Applying lemma 5.7 inductively to types 
i
from the derivation we obtain radix()  radix (
0
). 2
Lemma 5.9 Application of an adjective does not change radix type,
radix (  ) = radix()(16)
for any adjective  properly applicable to a type .
Proof.    Æ!  or    = . Then radix(  ) = radix () by uniqueness
of a normal form. 2
6 Further work
As the further work we want to extend this theory to include other features
of Mizar language. Simultaneously, the theory is formalized in Mizar itself.
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